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Abstract 
Business networks exist in many different situations the question of interest is; what 
makes these networks sustainable over a long period of time? This is a multiple case 
study with four network projects from the Swedish rural area of Storsjöbygden in 
Jämtland. 

The Swedish rural areas consist of a strong majority of micro companies and small 
companies. To develop some of these areas the European Rural Development Program, 
LEADER helps funding projects for entrepreneurs and organisations with good ideas for 
development, education and cooperation activities.  

This paper investigates four LEADER funded projects with a focus on business 
cooperation and networking. The projects were done between years 1995 and 2000. 
Some of the networks are still active today and others are not.  The aim here is to see if 
the three factors during the start up of the networks; natural and spontaneous 
relationships, project leader’s attitude and the number of participants, have an impact on 
the long term sustainability of these networks. 

The empirical findings lead to the following conclusions; within the relationship factor 
time and attitude variables had an increased effect on the survival of the networks. The 
project leader’s knowledge, attitude and commitment also affected the outcome of the 
network projects. The third factor, the number of active members during the project had a 
great impact of the survival since all the networks lost members over time.    

Keywords: Business networks, long term sustainability, Spontaneous relations, Project 
leader’s attitude, Network size, LEADER-projects 
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1. Introduction 
 
The business situation in Swedish rural areas today consists of a majority of small enterprises, 
one man companies and micro enterprises (SCB, 2009). They share many challenges in the 
start up, establishment and development phases. One of the challenges for firms in rural areas 
is based on poor inter-firm network structure that hinders for social and economic 
development in these areas (Henderson, 2002). Because of this challenge, network and co-
operational projects in Swedish rural areas can be funded through European development 
programs, such as the LEADER programs, in an attempt to develop the business situation in 
these areas. The importance of inter-firm networking in rural areas is great because of its 
capacity for regulating complex transactional and cooperative interdependence among firms 
according to Grandori and Soda (1995). Personal networks are important to take into 
consideration because of their positive effect on performance and development for enterprises 
(Ostgaard & Birley, 1996). One of the advantages with the networks is the knowledge sharing 
aspect (Halme, 2001), in a trustful environment entrepreneurs can help each other by sharing 
knowledge and experiences and discussing issues to find better solutions together.  Despite of 
this networks are often not considered as dominant features for the companies’ themselves 
when looking at their strategies (Grotz & Braun, 1993). A greater knowledge within this field 
can be of good help for many of these enterprises. The scarcity of studies and research that 
have examined the development and success of business networks in rural areas are today 
greater than ever before.  
 
The number of inhabitants in these areas is constantly decreasing and the opportunities to find 
jobs are often decreased in the same pace. When people move from an area automatically the 
possible local customers disappear for the enterprises, the moving people do not come to the 
local gas station, they change hairdresser and so on. This affects the local business climate 
since businesses are not islands, they are affected of their surroundings, and it is hard to run a 
business if the possible local customers leave. The loss of people will cause many enterprises 
to move or even shut down. Business networks are important to take into consideration 
because networks have a positive effect on performance and development for enterprises 
according to Ostgaard and Birley (1996). There seems to be a lack of interest for studies in 
this field from a business administrational perspective, although it could help improve the 
business and living situation in these rural areas.  
 
There are public evaluations made from each LEADER program (Tillväxtverket, 2010; 
Glesbygdsverket, 2001) which do show how the finalized projects have developed the areas in 
the short term, but how enterprises are affected in the long term is a different issue. 
Enterprises need to be able to survive even after the projects have finished, otherwise these 
rural development programs are not actually helping the areas in the long run. A greater 
knowledge of what is necessary to consider during a project, for it to be sustainable in the 
long run, can be of great importance for a more sustainable development strategy for 
enterprises in sparsely populated areas. If there are no enterprises in an area, there are no jobs 
and low possibilities for people to live and be active in that area, the enterprises and 
entrepreneurs are important pillars in their societies. The lack of studies in this field makes the 
need for more studies with focus on the development and success of inter-firm network in 
rural areas greater now than ever before. Previous scientific studies in this field of research 
have not been made, in relation to the EU funded rural development program in Sweden; in 
this case LEADER II. Larsson (2002) has investigated the effect from a cultural geographic 
perspective, but how the business networks from the LEADER program survive in the long 
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run have not been investigated and yet are there public resources spent in these programs in a 
believe that the financial funding will help the businesses rural areas. The Swedish situation is 
rather special since the country is bordering Finland, the most sparsely populated country in 
Europe (Jordbruksdepartementet, 2009). The need for studies in this field of development and 
success of business networks in rural areas are great and Swedish rural areas are interesting 
sample because of its extreme situation with these very sparsely populated areas. Many actors 
can benefit from this knowledge such as; governmental institutes, organizations and even 
individual project leaders and entrepreneurs can regard these issues with an increased 
understanding about the phenomenon. A greater knowledge about network development and 
sustainability can lead to an increased welfare and a higher macro economic growth.  
 
Based on the EU initiated and funded rural development program LEADER II in year 1995 to 
2000, this study will examine how inter-firm networks are developed and sustained in the 
Swedish rural area Storsjöbygden, from the project leaders perspective.  
 

1.1 Problem Discussion 
 
This thesis aims to empirically investigate how business relationships are developed and 
sustained over a long period of time, from a project leader perspective.  
 
Inter-firm networking can be seen as an important factor in the economic life of businesses 
because of its many advantages. Although the network is a complex phenomenon depending 
on cooperative interdependence as well as multifaceted transactional interdependence among 
firms (Grandori & Soda, 1995). Inter-firm networks are studied from many different 
disciplinary approaches; some of them will be mentioned in the theory of this paper. The 
literature of inter-firm networks are small but growing, however most studies fail to specify 
critical conditions of networks success and sustainability. In this field of research, studies 
derive from both observation of various cases of particular networks (Agranoff, 2003) and 
large scale studies of executive management in a particular network setting (Meier & Toole, 
2002; Meier & Toole, 2001). Inter-firm network studies presents networks as companies that 
are connected or bound together through some form of sustained interaction. However the 
problem with the inter-firm network literature is that research supporting it ranges from 
nonexistent to inconclusive (Bozeman, 2003). The limited research and the shortage of 
published studies into networks success and sustainability have imposed a generalization for 
network sustainability and success. The sustainability for a network is an important research 
issue that must not be generalized due to limited research. New research into this limited area 
is greatly needed to avoid generalization of the networks sustainability.   
 
The above indicates that inter-firm networks research are limited and usually consist of 
inconclusive research on network sustainability. Although throughout the literature review 
three studies had conclusive results of network sustainability. The findings of Huggins 
(2000a, 2000b, 2000c) studies have contributed to this limited field of research of network 
sustainability and are important for the development of this study.  
 
Huggins (2000a, 2000b, 2000c) explains critical factors in a network that have an affect 
towards the long term sustainability and success. Huggins studies discovered the following 
factors that affect the sustainability in networks; small number of companies, social capital 
and trust relations, attitudes and preconceptions, achievable and tangible goals, trust 
relationships, network initiatives, formal structure, low-pressure expectancy environment, 
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length of time. The findings in those studies have been used to create three categories of 
variables in this study; Relationships, Project leader’s attitude and Group size. The variables 
within the three categories have been primarily based on characteristics and relevance to the 
various factors in Huggins studies. The formulation of this study’s research questions; 
Relationships, Project leader’s attitude and Group size has therefore been a result of these 
previous studies in network sustainability.   
 
 
1.2 Research questions 
 
Do spontaneous, naturally occurring, relationships during the development project increase 
the chances of survival for a business network? 
 
Does the Project leader’s attitude towards the network and its members have an impact on the 
long term sustainability? 
 
What impact does the Group size have on the sustainability of the network? 
 

1.3 Purpose 
 
The purpose with this study is to investigate how a number of variables within different inter-
firm network projects affect the long term sustainability. 
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2. Theory 
 

2.1 Natural and spontaneous relations 
 
The category Natural and spontaneous relations in a network include a number of variables 
which are essential for a network’s sustainability according to Huggins (2000b). Many factors 
are claimed to affect the relations between the actors. For instance a network requires trust 
between the actors to become sustainable (Huggins, 2000b, Larsson, 1992) and a network 
should distribute and attain knowledge throughout the organisation (Halme, 2001; Lipparini 
& Sobrero, 1994) to such extent the network itself becomes a teaching or learning 
organisation. Developing sustainable network is also a matter of time for adjustments to a new 
environment before it can become sustainable. Relationships also involve the appreciation of 
social capital that is used to build relations and trust within a social network ( Greve, 1995). A 
leader can use social capital to build strong relations within the network to improve the 
sustainability (Balkundi & Kilduff, 2006). Participative leadership improves the networks 
social relations and the quality of decisions made by involving members in decision making 
(Howell & Costley, 2006). Flexibility can also be used to motivate and improve the networks 
social relations. To achieve sustainability it is important that actors are involved and needed in 
networks (Yukl & Lepsinger, 2004). A deeper theoretical background for the different 
variables is presented in this chapter. 
 

Trust between actors 
Inter-firm networks are often consciously developed and maintained by actors who have 
recognised the importance of cooperation for achieving competitive advantages. However 
strong and sustainable networks are a result of trust between the actors, which takes time and 
experience to build up (Huggins, 2000b; Greve, 1995). The partners should be willing to both 
distribute and integrate knowledge available to them through the network (Halme, 2001; 
Huggins, 2000a) This is also why inter-firm networks that emerges spontaneously around the 
desire to take advantages of a business opportunity, have higher probability to survive over a 
long period of time than inter-firm networks started under formal conditions (Ahlström-
Söderling, 2003; Huggins, 2000a). Relationships will not be successfully built through social 
engineering by technical experts. Instead a low-pressure expectancy environment being aimed 
at developing sustainable network is a key to success (Huggins, 2000a). Teaching and 
learning in network organisations are important for the future development and expansion for 
the network. The learning process can be a more important outcome for the network itself 
than the design or structure of it (Halme, 2001; Lipparini & Sobrero, 1994).      
 

The time factor 
Natural relationship development is also a matter of time; therefore the participating firms 
need very sound economic situation if they do not get sustainable outside funding for a long 
time period. The time is needed as a major component in the inter-firm network development 
process for it to be successful. Public support can also be necessary to foster networks at a 
local level (Malecki & Tootle, 1997). A network need a sufficient amount of time to become 
independent, this is achieved by allowing the new network to adapt to its environment both 
internally and externally. According to Halme (2001) the time required for a network in this 
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case is more than three years. By its nature, a network being built humbly step by step by 
individuals, enjoying company and relations and taking responsibility for their public lives 
has a good chance to become sustainable (Wilson, 1997). To create this environment the 
leadership is of great importance. Thus the increase of overall time for a network project will 
likely aid the individual firms to adapt to changes that are required for them to adapt in the 
network.     
 

The social network approach to leadership 
The leadership approach affects the network environment. In this approach to leadership, the 
influences of the leader, members and their contacts can be equally important. It is linked to 
and evolved from the leader-member exchange theories, with a focus on the exchange 
networks (Balkundi & Kilduff, 2006). This approach locates leadership in the relationships 
connecting individuals, rather than as specific attributes in a leader. It observes organisations 
in a society as a system of objects like; people and different organisations, joined by a range 
of relationships. According to Balkundi and Kilduff (2006) people tend to enter exchange 
relationships with family, friends, or other known connections, not with complete strangers.  
A focus in this approach is that leadership involves building and using social capital. People's 
views of others as leaders, are reflected through the sets of surrounded relations within which 
the viewed leaders are located. Network connections form social capital that may present 
value and can even include economic winnings for the involved parties. Cromie et Al. (1993) 
see the networks the leader can access as key factors for success in the process of 
development and creation of business. 
 
Within the social circle surrounding the formal leader, there are most likely individuals who 
are informal leaders, with own connections and knowledge resources. They have a potential 
power to manage the perception and emotions of group members, even if they lack formal 
authority. A relationship with these informal leaders becomes more important than the focus 
on leader–member exchange relations (Balkundi & Kilduff, 2006). One of the main issues is 
for entrepreneurs to learn from and be inspired by other entrepreneurs. For some 
entrepreneurs networking is their key incentive to be a member in an organization. They want 
to increase their social capital and perhaps make new business deals with new contacts. To 
efficiently be able to lead a project or an organization the leader must have a large network of 
knowledgeable and helpful ties and efficiently expand and work on this network over time. To 
be aware of natural informal leaders and be sure to have them and their networks tight and on 
your side, can be healthy when leading a network organisation. No leader can be in the centre 
of all networks, but the informal leaders can help spreading a message or a feeling where they 
are in the centre. In small local organisations this cooperation and stronger ties in the network 
of the entrepreneurs can also lead to large scale benefits that the enterprises cannot reach on 
their own. As a leader the importance is to tie the network together and make the dynamic and 
spontaneous network relations flow within the organisation and outside (Balkundi & Kilduff, 
2006), because networks change and evolve over time (Powell et Al. 1996)  
 

Participation and flexibility 
One other approach to develop natural and spontaneous relationships within a project or an 
organisation is to let the involved actors participate and be active. Participative leadership is 
used in organisations where the actors are well aware of the business situation, has long 
experience and knowledge. Participative leadership is to let the members be participative in 
the decision making process to achieve higher quality of the decisions. Howell and Costley 
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(2006) presents different levels of participative leadership behaviours as; consulting with 
individuals and groups, obtaining information from members, asking for opinions about 
alternatives, joint decision making with members and delegation of decisions like a flexible 
leadership. More roughly these behaviours can be seen as the leader is influenced and 
considerate about the members opinions, or the leader lets the members participate in the 
decision making process. It is important to keep the members and the leaders committed to 
the organisation. One way of doing that is through a flexible leadership (Yukl & Lepsinger, 
2004). This also involves knowing what to do and how to do it, and doing so at the right time. 
For this to work in an organisation there has to be a considerable cooperation and knowledge 
of the culture and core competencies in the organisation. Depending of the situation the 
empowered leader, informal leaders and other members must work together to determine 
appropriate actions. To meet multiple challenges with success the organisation requires wide 
spread support and involvement by all members, including informal leaders. The effectiveness 
of participative and flexible leadership behaviours are enhanced by; 
- environmental uncertainty,  
- if the members and leaders are used to participate in decision making,  
- if the decision requires the members commitment 
- the leader is good at conflict management and strategic thinking 
- the members are well informed and competent  
 
The effectiveness is at the same time neutralized by large groups, short time periods or lack of 
high quality information for decision making and passive members.  
 
The leadership behaviours can work well in small local organisations, where the members are 
used to participate in decisions and work close together. In small and local organisations the 
members can easier see the outcome of their decisions and are therefore more committed to 
work, to reach the goals, they also know the culture and what knowledge is around. Under 
these circumstances it can be a good help for the leader to be influenced by the members 
before making important decisions. The members are all experts in their own areas and they 
might have important contacts on their own that can be very helpful for the overall project.  
Involvement between the actors and its environment is a critical factor for sustainable 
networks. It is complicated to appreciate how the variation in relationship network 
experiences are caused by their respective constructs. Some firms consider networks useful 
others do not. Greve (1995) found out that established entrepreneurs spend more time on 
networking than new entrepreneurs do. The entrepreneurs use their previous experiences and 
apply them in new or different markets or situations (Gilmore et al. 2001). This duality is 
suggested to be depending on the actors’ degree of involvement (Blomstermo et al. 2001).  
 

2.2 The project leader’s attitude 
 
The leader can be important for a project to be successful. A good knowledge about the 
situation, entrepreneurial skills for problem solving and development of the project are good 
and grounded qualifications for the position. Independent of the size of the group, the leader 
can benefit from good social skills. It is a critical factor for success according to Riggio 
(2002), because of the social complexity of a project or an organization. To be aware of what 
happens within and outside a network is of high importance for a successful leadership. For 
network projects the spontaneity by actors and their relationship building initiatives is 
increased by strongly involved entrepreneurial leaders burning for their cause and can 
influence the others in the wanted direction (Riggio, 2002). 
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Network projects led by leaders with knowledge about the importance to keep both the social 
and business perspective to build up good trust in the relationships between the actors, are 
therefore more successful in their sustainability (Huggins, 2000a). It is important that the 
project gives positive emotions to the involved members and makes them enjoy the time 
together simultaneously as they develop the network. There are many different ways to 
approach leadership. 
 

A functional approach to leadership 
The functional approach to leadership emphasizes on the problem solving issues. The leader 
has to see what is being done, and do or get done those things which are not being executed so 
no important issues are forgotten (Riggio, 2002). This approach is highly significant to have 
in mind when leading entrepreneurs in a small local organisation or in a local project. The key 
issue in the leadership role is to keep the right track and influence the involved actors towards 
the common goal. The functional approach to leadership can help build trust among the other 
involved members, each one can keep focus on their own part which is what they are probably 
most interested in, and they know at the same time that the leader has full control of the 
situation and no component is forgotten, and they are all on the right track. This is an efficient 
way to lead projects and organizations with a stable goal and mission (Riggio, 2002). 
 

Adaptation to environmental changes  
In rapidly changing environments there is a demand for developing forms of leadership 
strategy, rather than entirely planned or designed approaches. Evolving forms of 
organizations, which build on self-organization and adaptive systems, requires a shift in the 
emphasis from leadership behaviours associated with relationships and groups, to take a more 
holistic view of strategic leadership roles. Leaders shape and react to the environment and 
manage the strategy, the organization, and themselves. (Crossan et al. 2008) The transcendent 
leader needs the capacity to provide leadership of all these levels; it is not sufficient to excel 
at only one level. For example, a leader with a strong focus on him or herself may lose sight 
of responsibility towards others and the organization. The leader might then excel only at the 
personal level while the organizational performance suffers. Leadership of the self becomes 
extremely important in cases where tension or conflict of interest exists between the 
responsibility levels. The basic idea is that an inspiring leader that provides strong leadership 
at all levels will enhance good performance in highly dynamic environments. The 
transcendent leader, who has high levels of leadership at all three levels; of self, others and 
organization, will also be related with the highest level of performance.(Crossan et al. 2008) 
In newly started organizations or in organizations that are undergoing major changes the 
environments can change quickly. A leader in this situation can benefit from being able to 
inspire and push oneself, the strategy and the organization in order to reach the highest 
possible means. In a new started enterprise the conditions can change quickly and the 
entrepreneur must react and make decisions without all information, they have to try to 
develop a strategy rather than entirely plan their approaches ahead. This is probably a strategy 
that new entrepreneurs can feel comfortable with. They can possibly understand the leader’s 
position in an organization with these circumstances. But it is not everyone that can excel in 
leading all three perspectives at the same time during the given and stressful circumstances. 
 
Ensley et al. (2006) argued that entrepreneurial leaders would do well to modify their 
leadership behaviour according to the environmental conditions. In this matter, they should 
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engage in comparatively more transactional-type behaviours when environmental changes are 
low and in relatively more inspirational behaviours when environmental dynamics is high. A 
successful leadership style is both inspiring and enacting people around the leader to work 
harder for the good cause of following the organisations developing or existing strategy. Even 
a network with entrepreneurs might benefit of using inspirational leadership to cope in rapidly 
changing environments.  
 

2.3 The matter of size 
 
“A business network can be defined as a set of two or more connected business relationships, 
in which each exchange relation is between business firms that are conceptualized as 
collective actors. “ (Andersson et al. 1994) 
 
With respect to this definition the smallest number of participants in a network is three actors, 
since you need two actors to be involved in one relation and each actor can have many 
relationships. The size of the group is of great importance for the possibilities of strong 
connections between the involved actors. Initiatives with a small number of participants have 
the most chance to develop a sustainable long term network (Huggins, 2000a). The stronger 
bonds between the actors and the common ground are important to achieve a good 
understanding between the different actors. The members should be as diverse as necessary 
and as similar as possible (Halme, 2001). Relationships grow stronger with the number of 
occurring exchanges between two actors. It is often easier to find possibilities to meet and 
discuss different matters if there are a small number of participants. 
 

2.4 Description of the rural business situation 
 
Approximately 9 million people live in Sweden today. Together with Finland, Sweden is the 
most sparsely populated country in Europe with only 22 persons /km2. The population is 
concentrated in the south of the country and in the northern parts there are areas that are very 
sparsely populated. According to the Rural Development Agency (Jordbruksdepartementet, 
2009) 24 percent of the Swedish population live in the countryside. The vast majority of those 
live in small towns in rural-urban areas. Close to 2 percent of all Swedes live in sparsely 
populated areas with more than 45 minutes drive to a larger town with more than 3000 
inhabitants. Urban country places are available in most parts of the country’s sparsely 
populated areas. (Jordbruksdepartementet 2009)  

The Swedish membership in the EU year 1995 gave access to the rural development program 
LEADER (Liaisons Entre Actions de Développement de l’Économie Rurale), among other 
things. The aims of these programs are to strengthen and build up the social and economic 
development in the rural areas (Larsson, 2002). The business situation in Swedish rural areas 
today consist of a majority of small enterprises, one man companies and micro companies 
seen as SCB definitions (SCB:s Företagsregister, 2009). The LEADER projects aim to 
increase the networks and cooperation between companies, organisations and publics. The 
goal is to increase entrepreneurship and strengthen enterprises; an innovative way which aims 
to help develop the rural areas of the country. The condition is; the successful community is 
not a collection of individuals bumping into each other’ s self-interest, but rather is a network 
a web of individuals-in-community affecting each other (Wilson, 1997). This strategy is used 
in many undeveloped areas in EU, where the Swedish rural areas in this study belong to a so 
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called Target Area 6, which represents areas with a high degree of agricultural enterprises and 
regions with special conditions for number of inhabitants and climate. Studies have been 
made about this phenomenon in Cultural Geographic’s (Larsson, 2002) and through 
governmental reports (Slutrapport Leader II Storsjöbygden, 2001 and Slutrapport Leader + 
Sverige, 2010). However, from a scientific business administrational focus the business 
network perspective is still in need to be further investigated. 
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3. Method description 
 

3.1 Choice of respondents 
 
The Leader II-projects are chosen as a base for the research because they are common projects 
in Swedish rural areas and they have a common network development structure built on 
guidelines from the project funding institutes. Leader II projects were going on between years 
1995 and 1999, there are many projects that have been completed and therefore can be 
investigated. It is also possible to find data from the applications and evaluations of these 
projects. From these data it is possible to make a stratified cluster sampling; by sorting the 
projects within a specific geographic area and size; the projects’ number of involved 
enterprises. The Project region; Leader Area Storsjöbygden, is chosen because it is the closest 
area to investigate. This is of high importance since it makes it easier to find time and 
solutions for empirical data collection. Fewer resources are needed and interviews are easier 
to plan when there is not a lot of travelling time to take into account. 
 
The investigated projects were limited by a number of factors. Since it was the business 
networks we wanted to investigate we ruled out the pure educational projects where one 
company had offered specific educations in marketing, computing skills or similar projects. 
Previous studies made to investigate possibilities to start larger projects were also ruled out. 
 
The next limiting factor for the studied projects in the list is the availability of data in the 
public archive (Landsarkivet), some project files were missing and that gave us a lack of 
information about some projects’ size and who had led them (see appendix 2). They were 
therefore ruled out of the investigation. Since the projects took place for more than ten years 
ago some people have moved and others have even passed away. The projects that have 
finally been investigated are the ones that have started with more than one enterprise involved 
to reach a common goal; data about the projects was available and the project leaders had 
time and possibility to take part in the investigation (see table 3.1).    
 
Table 3.1 Description of the final projects. 
Table of respondets Total fundings Years of involvement Total members 
Jämtspira 950 400 SEK 1999 - 2000 17 
Småskalig Turismsamverkan 1 676 000 SEK 1998 - 1999 20 
Örtkokarprojektet 1 376 000 SEK 1998 - 1999 4 
Stilrent 871 000 SEK 1999 - 2000 5 
 

3.2 Method for data collection 
 
The study will have a Qualitative approach with a deductive method of reasoning. The base 
for key factors investigated in this study comes from the conclusions of Huggins (2000a) 
publication.  

 
The collected data are based on both primary and secondary data sources. In primary data, 
structured interview are used. The interview questions are prepared beforehand and are put in 
the same order for each interviewee. Respondents in the interviews were project leaders that 
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represent their network project during the Leader II period. The interviewing process where 
digital recorded and followed a specific guide of 20 questions with key variables included for 
each question. The respondent’s answers were later written down in the identical order of the 
questions in the interview guide. The sample size of the primary data consists of four project 
leaders from different network projects and periods during the Leader II project. Samples that 
are not included in this paper are pre-interview evaluation respondents. Secondary data 
collection consists of scientific studies that have been published in this field of research. 
Selected studies have been carefully examined in order to retrieve reliable data.  
 
The data collection models in this study are primarily qualitative. In the first stage, archival 
records such as economic data and information about the individual projects are collected.  
Second stage consists of pilot interview used to refine the instrument and questions of the 
interview guide. The criteria and choice of respondents was based on previous experience of 
leading projects and knowledge from LEADER projects. In this pilot interview the respondent 
is a business advisor for the firm Coompanion, situated in Östersund. The respondent are 
currently involved in the Leader + project for year 2007-2013 and have previous experience 
of Leader II. Therefore the interviewee was a valid candidate due to knowledge and 
experience in the Leader project. The results and response received from the pilot interview 
helped to refine the questions and structure the interview guide.  
 
Based on the significant finding from Huggins (2000a) studies in the success and failure of 
inter-firm networks, a multiple case study approach was chosen to replicate those findings. A 
multiple case study approach increases the external validity of the research through the 
implied “replication logic” inherent in its design since there are many cases investigated (Yin, 
2009). The multiple case study approach allowed the data collection in this study to guide the 
early phases of theory development. This case study approach has helped to explore, confirm 
and even disprove the patterns that have been identified in the initial theoretical hypothesis.  
 
With the research questions of network sustainability and development, a hermeneutic process 
view have been developed in the study. The hermeneutical analysis is based on an interpretive 
approach that focuses on the views of the respondents experience and standpoints. This 
approach was adopted on the bases of the interview structure and data. In using hermeneutical 
techniques when analyzing variables of successful and sustainable network was indeed 
necessary to explain the results of the interviews. The process will provide an understanding 
of the research question by the means of exploring the results of the interviews and the 
respondents surrounding networks during Leader II (see fig 3.1). 
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Fig. 3.1 Image describing the used method approach. 

 

3.3 Limitations 
 
There is a lack of previous studies made scientifically by this topic. This has been a concern 
for us and at the same time it is also one of the reasons why the topic is interesting to 
investigate. 
 

3.4 Problems and sources for errors 
 
When asking questions about the past there is a risk that the respondents do not remember 
exactly how things were. This is a risk we have to take to be able to see the development of 
the business relationships over time, but investigate the issue during a shorter period of time. 
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4. Theoretical connection of the investigation’s key 
variables  
 
In a sustainable business network the contacts between the actors are kept viable during a long 
time. Halme (2001) argues that a network needs at least 2-3 years to develop and become 
sustainable. In this investigation it has past more than 10 years since the projects started. If the 
networks are still active today we see them as sustainable. The following factors are 
investigated for their impact on the sustainability and the results are shown in Table 5.1. 
 

4.1 Natural and spontaneous relations 
 

Trust between actors 
Knowledge sharing 
To share knowledge and experiences with other members shows the level of trust within the 
relationships between the actors. The members in the network should be willing to both 
distribute and integrate knowledge available to them (Halme, 2001; Huggins, 2000a) If this 
knowledge sharing occurred in these networks the answer is Y (yes), if it did not occur the 
answer is N (no). 
 
Low expectancy environment 
According to Huggins (2000a) relationships will not be successfully built through social 
engineering by technical experts, but through a low-pressure expectancy environment being 
aimed at developing this sustainable network. Business networks can emerge spontaneously 
around the desire to take advantages of a business opportunity. These networks have higher 
probability to survive over a long period of time than business networks started under formal 
conditions (Ahlström-Söderling, 2003; Huggins, 2000a). The low expectancy environment in 
this investigation is measured as; if the projects had formal obligations for the participating 
members or not. If there were written contracts or obligatory tasks involved the projects are 
not seen as low expectancy environments. 
 
Participants involvement 
Some firms consider networks useful others do not. Business networks are often consciously 
developed and maintained by actors who have realised the importance of co-operation for 
achieving competitive advantages. Firms often use their previous experiences and apply them 
in these new or different situations. This has an impact on the firm’s degree of involvement in 
the network. (Blomstermo et al. 2001) However strong and sustainable networks are at the 
same time a result of trust between the actors, which according to Huggins (2000b) takes time 
and experience to build up. The participant’s involvement in the investigated projects is 
measured by the number of actors that were actively involved during the project, according to 
the project leader.  
 
Teaching or learning in organisations 
The network learning process is more important outcome for the network itself than the 
design or structure of the network. Teaching and learning in network organisations is the most 
important variable for the future development and expansion according to Halme (2001) 
studies. The projects that have been classified as learning organisations had a goal to increase 
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the member’s knowledge about the branch and its conditions. The projects classified as 
teaching had project leaders with former experience and knowledge about the branches they 
were active within. They had either run similar projects before or had an organisation running 
which they wanted to develop further through this project.  
 

Time factor 
A network needs time to be adopted and to be able to run on its own (Halme, 2001). The time 
also increases the members’ experiences and knowledge, the time factor can be of great 
importance for the survival of both single relationships and the network. In this investigation 
the time of the project is presented here. 
 

The Social network  
Social capital 
The most innovative entrepreneurs seem to be those that have large social networks and who 
subsequently are better at building professional networks (Huggins, 2000a). The social capital 
can thereby be a strong incentive for many entrepreneurs to get involved in a network. The 
connections that form social capital may in itself include economic winnings for the involved 
members. To efficiently be able to lead a project or an organization the leader must have a 
large network of knowledgeable and helpful connections according to Balkundi and Kilduff 
(2006). The leader should also efficiently expand and work on this network over time. 
People's views of others as leaders can be reflected through their existing networks (Balkundi 
& Kilduff, 2006). The projects that had strong incentives to increase the members’ social 
capital are marked with Y (yes) and the ones who did not have the increase of social capital as 
an important goal are marked with N (no). 
 
Pre-established Networks 
This variable is not theoretically established, but the importance of pre-established business 
relations before the initial phase of the network is a variable that should be taken into 
consideration. Pre-established networks of such will likely have a positive effect for the initial 
phase and development for the project and it affects the outcome of many of the other 
variables, such as the time factor, previous experience and trust between the actors.  
 

Participation and flexibility 
Participation in decision making 
It is important to keep the members and the leaders committed to the organisation. One way 
of doing that is through a flexible leadership (Yukl & Lepsinger, 2004). To let the involved 
actors participate and be active. This leadership style is used in organisations where the 
involved actors are well aware of the business situation. This approach to leadership is to let 
the members be participative in the decision making process, to achieve higher quality of the 
decisions (Howell & Costley, 2006). The projects with leaders who used this leadership style 
are marked as Y (yes) and those who did not are marked with N (no). 
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4.2 Project leader’s attitude 
 

Commitment 
According to Riggio et al. (2002) the spontaneity by actors and their relationship building 
initiatives is increased by strongly involved entrepreneurial leaders, who are burning for their 
cause and can influence the others in the wanted direction. It can be seen as the leader helps 
setting the standard of the whole project. If the leader targets high goals and works hard to 
achieve them the other members are influenced to do the same. The variable Commitment in 
this case is seen as the leaders’ commitment to reach the projects targeted goals in relation to 
the other members. The answers are according to the leaders themselves and Y means the 
leader felt a stronger commitment than the other members. N means; the leader had as strong 
commitment as the other members.  
 

Functional approach to leadership 
The functional approach is related to the leaders influence over the actors and that the leader 
takes responsibility over the project. It is measured by factors that relates to the influence and 
responsibility for a leader in a project and emphasizes on the problem solving issues. The 
leader has to see what is being done, and do or get done those things which are not being 
executed so no important issues are left out and forgotten (Riggio et al. 2002). The key issue 
in the leadership role is to keep the right track and influence the involved entrepreneurs 
towards the common goal. The functional approach to leadership can help build trust among 
the other involved actors according to Riggio (2002), since each entrepreneur can keep focus 
on their own part and they know at the same time that the leader has full control of the 
situation and no component is forgotten (Riggio et al. 2002). Projects with a functional 
leadership is marked Y and the ones without is marked N. 
 

Adaptability to environmental changes 
The adaptability to environmental changes has its foundations to the ever changing 
environment in the network. For a network to become stable and have a sustainable future the 
adaptation for the networks members are required. The parameters for Adaptation to the 
environment include changes in the project that was a necessary for the continuing 
development of the network. Leaders shape and react to the environment and manage the 
strategy, the organization, and themselves. The basic idea is that an inspiring leader that 
provides strong leadership at all levels will enhance good performance in highly dynamic 
environments (Crossan et al. 2008). In organizations that are undergoing major changes the 
environments can change quickly. It can be good for a leader in this situation to be able to 
inspire and push both oneself, the strategy and the organization to reach the highest possible 
means. In rapidly changing environments there is a demand for developing forms of strategy, 
rather than entirely planned or designed approaches (Crossan et al. 2008). Entrepreneurial 
leaders would do well to modify their leadership behavior according to the environmental 
conditions according to Ensley et al. (2006). Projects that had to manage unplanned 
difficulties and overcame these proved their adaptability.  
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Social aspects considered during the project 
The social aspects during the projects are focusing on the importance of the relationships 
between its actors and the positive reinforcements for its active members in the network. In 
such, the development of the network will become more stable and have a better chance for 
sustainability. Social activities and positive reinforcements are the measurements used for the 
classification. Network projects led by leaders with knowledge about the importance of both 
the social and business perspective to build up good trust in the relationships between the 
actors are therefore more successful in their sustainability (Huggins, 2000a). It is important 
that the project gives positive emotions to the involved members and makes them enjoy the 
time together at the same time as they develop the network.  
 

4.3 Matter of size 
 

Number of participants 
Matter of size has been measured by the total numbers of active parties in the starting phase of 
the project. Initiatives with a small number of participants have the most chance to develop a 
sustainable long term network according to Huggins (2000a). It is also easier to find 
possibilities to meet and discuss different matters if there are a small number of participants 
involved. Smaller organisations have possibilities to grow stronger bonds between the actors 
and the common ground are important to achieve a good understanding between the different 
actors. The members should be as diverse as necessary and as similar as possible (Halme, 
2001). Matter of size involves the number of participants who are active in the start of the 
project. 
 

Is the business Network active today? 
The activity of the business network after the project period is a vital indication of the success 
of network relationship development. The variable is based on the business relations in the 
network and if those relations are active. The variable if the networks are active today or not 
is completely empirical. This is an indication of the networks long-term sustainability. Active 
participants today relates to the number of actors that are active now, 10 years after the 
projects have ended.  The smallest number of participants in a network is 3 actors, if there are 
less than three then the actors can at the most have one business relationship. 
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5. Results 
 
The study uses data from four interviews with former project leaders from finished LEADER 
projects in the area for LEADER II Storsjöbygden. During the pilot interview with Pelle 
Persson from the firm Coompanion, a deeper understanding about LEADER programmes was 
established. The interviewee is today involved in LEADER + projects as a business advisor 
and has a great knowledge and long experience of these projects.  Therefore the pre-interview 
resulted in a more in-depth knowledge of the LEADER programs’ structure and functions. 
Totally 68 projects were done in the region during this period; between years 1995 and 1999. 
Of these projects 16 were network projects with more than 2 enterprises involved and they 
were started by entrepreneurs. 
 

5.1 Project descriptions 
 

Project: Örtkokarna 
Official Project leader: Mi Bringsaas 
 
Four enterprises within the same branch of producing natural skin- and body care products ran 
the project Örtkokarna, freely translated to “The herbal brewers”. The main purpose with this 
project was for the involved enterprises to find new ways to cooperate, for instance with sales 
and large scale benefits with orders.  
 
The involved actors were invited to join by the project leader herself. She had sent out 
invitations to all the local enterprises within the branch that she knew about and the ones that 
were interested and had the possibility to join did so. All the participants did not know each 
other before the project started. 
 
They worked on their business networks and co-operation opportunities for 18 months. They 
also learned more about what happened within the branch that could be beneficial for them by 
attending international fares and making visits to larger producers on the market. The targeted 
goals were all met and they had a lot of fun together during this journey. The social aspect of 
the project was very important since most local enterprises within the branch are one man 
companies. It is simply more fun to do things together. 
 
They decided to hire one person to take care of the administration to run the project smoothly. 
By doing so the entrepreneurs intended to keep on working with their usual production 
without losing time on having to be responsible for all the administrative parts of the project. 
The administration still ended up being a time consuming issue for them though. The positive 
effects of the project were; the new contacts within the network and with new international 
suppliers. The experience of the international fair and a visit to a large scale producer also 
gave them a view of what happens within the branch internationally.  
 
The project leader in this case had a flexible role, the members went through the project plan 
together and made sure that all parts were done, all the members provided for that. The reason 
why Bringsaas was the project leader was because she had started the whole process. She 
normally held courses and had a good knowledge about the branch and he was the driving 
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force in it from the start. She didn’t feel any certain responsibility towards the other members, 
they were all equally important for the progress in the project when it was started. 
 
In the beginning five enterprises were involved, but one dropped out almost immediately. So 
they were four active enterprises in the network, all together where they six people from the 
different enterprises and one hired administrator working with the project. All entrepreneurs 
were there on their own free will and there were no obliging formal contracts written between 
the actors. 
 
Some of the actors knew each other before the project while others were new contacts. 
Officially this was a pure business network, but during the journey of this project and they 
ended up having a lot of fun together.  
 
Today two of the enterprises are still active on the market and they have good contact and 
cooperate with each other. The bonds between these two are stronger today than before the 
project, but the economic association that was started right after the project does still exist but 
it is not active any more. 
 

Project: Småskalig Turismsamverkan 
Official project leader: Eva Järvholm 
 
For three years the project Småskalig Turismsamverkan freely translated to “Small Scale 
Tourism Cooperation” ran in the area. The main purpose with the project was to educate and 
develop tourism entrepreneurs and their products to be able to offer attractive tourist packages 
on the international market. The goal was to create a longer tourist season and more jobs 
within the sector to give the enterprises a better viability. The actual goals for the project was 
set very low just because they knew from the start that it is a difficult task to attract new 
tourist groups in only a couple of years.  The goals were fulfilled after the project but the 
largest amount of the visitors came after the project had ended. 
 
 Approximately 20 entrepreneurs in the county of Jämtland were involved; the company 
leading the project Jemtlandica had three persons involved and they all divided the role as the 
project leader. One was responsible for the international contacts, one took care of the 
administration, accounting and also the evaluation, the third person visited and helped the 
local actors with consulting and education. Jemtlandica had an overall responsibility to keep 
the network together and to take care of the international contacts.  
 
The company became the leader of the project because they had led similar tourism project 
before and they were advised to apply for this kind of project. They took the full 
responsibility for the project because they didn’t feel that the entrepreneurs had the experience 
or knowledge as they had, especially about the marketing and the international tourists’ 
demands.  
 
They held courses and scheduled meetings for the members so they would increase their 
knowledge, have discussions and get to know each other better.  
 
It was an obligation for the actors to attend a knowledge development course held by the 
leaders, they were also obliged to take part in a tourist product package that could be 
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presented for the international contacts. The actors all wrote formal contracts about co-
financing the project and they had to consider their original product pricing for the packages.  
 
Some of the actors knew each other before the project but not all of them. Many people had 
probably thought of the possibilities of such a project beforehand because the interest from 
entrepreneurs to join this project was great. The project leaders were contacted by many 
entrepreneurs who had heard about the project and wanted to join in. 
 
The positive thing with the project was actually not only caused by this project alone, it was 
rather an effect of the entire LEADER program. It affected the people on the country side and 
brought hope and a strong faith in the future. This made people dare to try new ways and 
inspired entrepreneurial thoughts; according to Järvholm. So the most negative consequence 
of the project was also caused by the ending of the Leader program. Since the regional project 
did not go on to the next face called LEADER +. This abrupt ending of the program took 
away this faith for many of the new started enterprises. 
 
Parts of the network are still active today, it consists of about 10 enterprises and there are 
tailor made tourism packets offered to certain tourism segments through the former project 
leading company. The actors that are active today were already established enterprises before 
the project started. Many of the new starters would have needed the project to be stable and 
run for at least five years according to Järvholm. 
 

Project: Stilrent 
Official Project Leader: Eivor Hassmund 
 
The project Stilrent roughly translated to “Purely Stylish” included a total of five enterprises 
in the start phase of the project. The purpose of the project was by guidance and support from 
the leader II project … change their current market position from a localized market to a 
nationalized market. In doing such, the projects goal was that actors in the network should be 
able to fully financially support themselves for halftime work. Included in the goal of the 
project was to develop an Internet Webb Site for the network.   
 
Time period for this project was 14 month, during this time one actor in the project dropped 
out while the rest of the four actors were active throughout the project period. The five 
enterprises consisted of individual enthusiasts in the sowing and textile industry. This shared 
interest between the members in the sowing and textile brought them together to start this 
project “Stilrent”.  
 
The relationship between the actors started before the project. Members lived in the same 
small town and had their children in the same school. Most of them had also been in the same 
educational courses of sowing techniques and therefore had strong relationship ties with each 
other. All actors in the project had relationship ties before the start. They lived in the same 
small town and had their children in the same school. 
   
The project had no real formal demands between its members, nor were there any strict 
formal rules or requirements between the members, although members of the project had a 
policy to hand in receipts during regular meetings. Meetings were held in evenings at certain 
times of the week for the members in the project.         
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Role of the project leader had no specific function for the project itself nor did the role include 
any specific responsibilities, instead the responsibility was shared between members of the 
project. The choosing of a project leader based on members in the network felt that one 
individual in the network lends a certain authority to everything she says. In such the decision 
was made that this person would be the project leader. The project leader itself was only a 
title in the application for the project, and had therefore no meaning for its members.  
 
Today only two firms exist although they are not active. The network itself has ceased its 
function after the project period and is no longer active. 
 

Project: Jämtspira Business development 
Official Project Leader: Ann Klensmeden 
 
In year 1999 Jämtspira started its Leader II project which continued throughout year 2000. 
Previous to the start of the project, the organization Jämtspira was already an established 
network of producers with one highly niche product, Goat Cheese.  
 
The main purpose and goal the organization had during the Leader II project involved market 
expansion in niche markets and an expansion for the network of producers in the organization. 
Jämtspira believed that by achieving these goals would change their current market position 
for these niche products. The results of the improved market position for Jämtspira would 
likely increase sales and therefore make the expansion of producers in the network possible.  
 
The relationship ties between actors in the network had been established before the project. 
Members in the network had existing business relations ties with each other and shared a 
business related history to one another. The members in the network had weekly contact and 
such hold themselves updated on the network. The pre-network consisted of 17 members that 
later was active members during the project.    
 
The responsibilities within the project were shared between the board of directors, although 
one employee was hired for the responsibilities in bookkeeping. Based on the previous 
structure of the network, three directors of the board became project leaders of the network. 
The project had a formal approach between members in the network that included business 
relationships on a social level.   
 
The most active project leader for this project had been involved with the production of goat 
cheese for more than 30 years. This project leader had considerable more knowledge and 
experience than other members in the network. In such, she was pursuing an expansion of the 
network which could only be done with more financial means, this lead to the application for 
the Leader II program.     
 
Today after more than 10 years has passed; Jämtspira has to some extent succeeded in 
achieving their goals. Although a decrease of members have been an issue after the project 
period and today only three actors in Jämtspira are still active. The existing network consists 
of three producers and is today stronger than ever. The members in Jämtspira have more than 
double their production rate in such way that a single producer in the network today are now 
producing more than the entire network of 17 actors produced together during the Leader II 
period. The network Jämtspira has today strengthened their market position internationally 
and is now highly recognized for its goat cheese products.   
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5.2 Summarizing table of the projects 
 
Table 5.1 Summarizing table over the projects and the investigated variables 
  Örtkokarna Småskalig 

turism 
Stilrent Jämtspira 

1. The strength of natural and spontaneous 
relations 

        

Knowledge sharing Y Y Y Y 
Low expectancy environment  Y N Y  N 
Participants involvement 4 20 4 17 
Networks need time to develop 18 months  3 years  14 months 12 months 
Social capital Y Y Y  N 
Pre-Established Network  N  N N  Y 
Are all active parties participating in decision 
making?  Y N Y  N 
Teaching or Learning organization Learning Teaching Learning Teaching 
2. The project leader’s attitude        
Stronger Commitment than the other members Y  Y  N Y 
A functional approach to leadership N Y N  Y 
Adaptability to environmental changes  N Y N  Y 
Social aspects considered during the project Y Y Y N 
3. Matter of size         
Initial number of participants 4 20 5 17 
Number of active members today 2 10 0 3 
Is the business network active today N  Y N  Y 
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6. Analysis  
 
Based on previous studies in this field of research, three theories have emerged and been 
investigated further. The purpose of the analysis is to study how those theories have been 
adopted and used in the four network projects selected. Based on the three theories of; Natural 
and spontaneous relations, Project leader’s attitude and the Matter of network size, key 
variables have emerged. The variables are drawn from the theories and are used as indicators 
for each project and such will help to answer the research questions for this study.  
 

6.1 Natural and spontaneous relations 
 
The importance of natural and spontaneous relationships is measured through a number of 
different variables to see if each one of them has an effect on the sustainability in the 
networks. The results and findings from these variables will have an overall impact of the 
natural and spontaneous relations theory.  
 

Knowledge sharing 
The level of trust between the actors can be measured by how willing they are to share their 
knowledge and experiences with each other (Halme, 2001; Huggins, 2000a). In those four 
networks that have been analyzed for knowledge sharing received identical results in relation 
to the variable. The project leaders of Örtkokarna, Småskalig Turismsamverkan, Stilrent and 
Jämtspira claimed that the members in the networks shared and integrated their knowledge 
and experience among each others during the entire period of the projects. In the sense of 
knowledge sharing for this analysis, all four network projects; Örtkokarna, Småskalig 
Turismsamverkan, Stilrent and Jämtspira, are categorized and classified as knowledge sharing 
networks (see fig 6.1). 
 

 
Fig: 6.1 shows which project were using knowledge sharing. 
 

Low expectancy environment 
The two networks that are still active today, Jämtspira and Småskalig Turismsamverkan both 
had formal obligations on the members during the project time. According to Huggins 
(2000a) relationships will not be successfully built through social engineering by technical 
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experts. Instead a low-pressure expectancy environment being aimed at developing 
sustainable network is a key to success. The networks that were analyzed in this study show 
that the projects with no formal obligations did not seem to follow this theoretical model. 
Projects with no formal obligations included Örtkokarna and Stilrent, where in Örtkokarna 
there is an increased relationship between the two actors that are still active, and the members 
in Stilrent still have good contact with each others. Ahlström-Söderling (2003) study found 
that business networks can emerge spontaneously around the desire to take advantages of a 
business opportunity, and that these networks have higher probability to survive over a long 
period of time, compared to business networks started under formal conditions. All 
participants in all the projects joined in because they wanted to, they expected to gain 
something out of it and were willing to sacrifice their time for it. In the cases of the projects 
Jämtspira and Småskalig Turismsamverkan, formal obligations and certain demands was 
required for the members. The formal environment included contracts signing with the 
members in order to take part in the new project. In such formal environment, members were 
required to follow demands from other actors.  
 
The two projects Örtkokarna and Stilrent operated with an informal approach with no formal 
obligations required of members. Project Örtkokarna and Stilrent had therefore operated in a 
low expectancy environment during this period (see fig 6.2). Projects Jämtspira and 
Småskalig Turismsamverkan had formal obligations and requirements for its members that 
probably affected the outcome for the two projects.   
 
 

 
Fig: 6.2 shows which project were using low expectancy environment. 
 

Participants involvement 
The participant’s involvement in networks depends on their previous experiences and their 
attitudes of whether they consider networks useful or not. Inter-firm networks are often 
consciously developed and maintained by those actors that have recognised the importance of 
cooperation for achieving competitive advantages (Blomstermo et Al. 2001). In the project 
Småskalig Turismsamverkan the project leaders made all the decisions and helped educate the 
other actors. Their participation was more about discussing and working with given premises. 
Many of the actors had neither previous experience nor knowledge of inter-firm networks of 
this kind. The interview with Jämtspira showed that the economic association and its member 
enterprises already existed before the LEADER II project was initiated, therefore the 
members in this project were experienced members already from the beginning; they had their 
positions and knew what was expected from them already from the start. Stilrent had been 
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started by a number of old friends from the same village. They all knew each other very well 
and helped each other to efficiently run this project, but they didn’t have any previous 
experience of business network projects. Although after their project they joined other 
networks as well. The project Örtkokarna was also run by all the members together, even 
though they were not all old friends from the past, they got to know each other better during 
the project and co-operated through the whole process (see fig 6.3). However a strong and 
sustainable network is a result of trust between the actors, which takes time and experience to 
build up (Huggins, 2000b). Some of the networks used the time of the project to strengthen 
their relationships through cooperation, these project leaders also mentioned that the project 
involved having a lot of fun together while they followed their project plans. 
 
 

 
Fig: 6.3 shows the number of active members during the project period. 
 

Teaching and learning organizations 
Teaching and learning in networks can be very important for the future development and 
expansion of the same (Halme, 2001). The projects that have been classified as learning 
organisations had a goal to increase the member’s knowledge about the branch and its 
conditions. The projects classified as teaching had project leaders with former experience and 
knowledge about the branches they were active within. Project Jämtspira and Småskalig 
Turismsamverkan had previous experience and knowledge of similar projects before. The 
project leader for Småskalig Turismsamverkan came from Jemtlandica which is a tourist 
service organisation that promotes local firms to both domestic and international customers. 
The project Jämtspira had an active network prior to the project that consisted of a board of 
directors. Therefore with the previous experience and knowledge of inter-firm networks, 
Jämtspira and Småskalig Turismsamverkan are obvious teaching organisations (see fig 6.4).     
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Fig: 6.4 shows if the organization had a teaching or learning focus. 
 

Networks need time to develop 
A network needs time to be adopted and to be able to run on its own. A new network needs to 
adapt to its environment both internally and externally (Halme, 2001). The time also increases 
the member’s experiences and knowledge that is why the time factor can be of great 
importance for the survival of the network. In project Stilrent the individuals knew each other 
already from the start, so in this case the time factor did not change much of the internal 
environment. They needed the time to learn about the external factors of a project, this 
experience gave the members a better knowledge about what things cost and how to handle 
new situations and how much work it can be to for instance arrange a fashion show or attend a 
fair. Jämtspira had the internal and external environments under control already from the start 
since they already had an economic association running, so the members knew each other and 
what was expected of them. At the same time they also knew about their external environment 
so they could follow their plan with a great result without having to make any major changes 
to this on their way. In Örtkokarna and Småskalig Turismsamverkan all the involved the 
actors did not know each other from the start. Örtkokarna was such a small and intimate group 
with four active enterprises and at the most 7 involved persons, so they had not put of any 
special time to get to know each other better. It happened naturally over time. Småskalig 
Turismsamverkan had about 20 involved enterprises and they scheduled meetings for 
different groups of the actors to meet at different times, to discuss issues and also to get to 
know each other better. According to Wilson’s (1997) study a network being built 
respectfully step by step by individuals, enjoying company and relations and taking 
responsibility for their public lives has a good chance to become sustainable. The enterprises 
that are still active from the Örtkokarna project have a stronger cooperation today than they 
had before the project. In Småskalig Turismsamverkan it was the project leaders who worked 
hard to keep a good contact with the members, they still work with this when they put 
together their packages and when they are recruiting new member enterprises (see fig 6.5). 
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Fig: 6.5 shows the period of time the project was active. 
 

Social capital 
The most innovative entrepreneurs also seem to be those that have large social networks and 
who subsequently are better at building professional networks (Huggins, 2000). The social 
capital can thereby be a strong incentive for many entrepreneurs to get involved in a network. 
They want to increase their social capital and if possible make new business deals. Småskalig 
Turismsamverkan did not have to invite enterprises to their project, the entrepreneurs who 
were interested contacted the project leaders by them self, because they saw the benefits of 
being involved. According to Balkundi and Kilduff (2006) the leader must have a large 
network of knowledgeable and helpful ties and efficiently expand and work on this network 
over time, to efficiently lead a project. This is so because people's views of others as leaders 
can also be reflected through their existing networks. In Småskalig Turismsamverkan it was 
the leaders who had the international contacts and they had the knowledge about what the 
customers expected from the entrepreneurs. In the project Jämtspira one of the project leaders 
had more than 30 years of experience within the branch, and could by that generate a lot of 
knowledge to the project. The connections that form social capital may itself include 
economic winnings for the involved members. In Örtkokarna and Stilrent the social aspect 
was also very important, since they were all one man enterprises it was fun to meet and do 
things together (see fig 6.6). Örtkokarna also had a key goal to find possibilities for 
cooperation to develop large scale benefits with for instance orders and marketing. 
 
 

 
Fig: 6.6 shows which project incorporated social capital. 
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Pre-established Networks 
The initial concept of this study was to investigate network start up projects. For natural 
reasons a pre-established network would not occur before its own start. The LEADER-
projects are not intended to help funding projects for individual organizations that was why 
they were chosen as our target investigation group. The importance of pre-established 
relations before the initial phase of the project is a factor that should be taken into 
consideration. Pre-established networks of such will likely have a positive effect for the initial 
phase and development for the LEADER project. They have a pre-established organization 
and previous experience of networking and also a great knowledge about the environment. 
For those members that had already developed their own strong networks were more likely to 
be predisposed to acting and valuing positively, the associations developed within the network 
initiatives. Jämtspira was the only project with a pre-established network prior to the project 
start (see fig 6.7). In the case of project Jämtspira, Leader II became more of a developing 
project for them rather than a network start up project. Jämtspira’s previous experience and 
knowledge was of advantage for the project itself and contributed to an efficient use of 
funding received. The pre-established network contributed with advantages for the project, 
both internally and externally that other projects did not yet have.  
 
 

 
Fig: 6.7 shows if the project had a pre-established network. 
 

Participation in decision making 
When the members are well informed of what the situation is like and they are participative in 
the decision making processes, the result can lead to that the group together achieve higher 
quality of the decisions (Howell & Costley, 2006). At the same time the members are 
committed to the organisations because they can influence their situations. The two projects 
that used this leadership style, Stilrent and Örtkokarna, both agreed on that their journeys 
were not always smooth and they learned a lot on their way but the projects also included 
having a lot of fun together as they kept working. It is important to keep the members and the 
leaders committed to the organisation. One way of doing that is to let the involved parties 
participate in decision making; and be active through a flexible leadership (Yukl & Lepsinger, 
2004). This leadership style can be successfully used in organisations where the involved 
parties are well aware of the business situation. It involves knowing what to do and how to do 
it, and doing so at the right time. For this to work in an organisation there has to be a 
considerable cooperation.  At the same time can this leadership style be time consuming so 
the effectiveness is neutralized by large groups, short time periods or lack of high quality 
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information for decision making and passive members (Yukl & Lepsinger, 2004). However 
the two projects with the largest number of participants; Småskalig Turismsamverkan and 
Jämtspira did not use this kind of leadership style nor was there any real member participation 
involved for decision making (see fig 6.8). 
 
 

 
Fig: 6.8 shows project member’s participation in decision making. 
 

6.2 The project leader’s attitude 
 
The project leader’s attitude is measured with four variables. The variables are analysed 
individually to find patterns that could affect the long term sustainability and success of inter-
firm networks. The findings and results from the analysis will indicate variables of 
importance for project leader’s attitudes.   
 

Commitment 
Riggio et al. (2002) study found that a leader can benefit from good social skills such of 
commitment, and continues that it is a critical factor for success, because of the social 
complexity of a project or an organization. The commitments made from the project leaders 
for the projects and its network was generally strong. The variable Commitment in this study 
is measured as the leaders commitment to the project compared to the other project members. 
Only one project, Stilrent of the four had no extra commitments from the project leader 
compared to the other members (see fig 6.9). This is explained by that the network and its 
members had no formal leader in the project, nor did the network posses any previous 
knowledge of how to operate such network. Strongly involved entrepreneurial leaders, who 
are burning for their cause and can influence the other members in a wanted direction, can 
increase relationship building initiatives and the spontaneity by the actors. It can be seen as 
the leader helps setting the standard of the project (Riggio et al. 2002). If the leader targets 
high goals and works hard to achieve them the other members are influenced to do the same.  
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Fig: 6.9 shows project leader’s commitments during the project. 
 

Functional approach to leadership 
Two of the four projects had a functional leadership approach. This was based on the factors 
that relates to the responsibility and those goals that was set up by the project leader in the 
network. The project leaders for Örtkokarna and Jämtspira had the ultimate responsibilities 
over the project while its members kept focus and had responsibilities of their firms, project 
leaders had much influence over its members in the network and in such did influence the 
actor’s directions and towards a common goal (see fig 6.10). Project leaders of the Stilrent 
and Småskalig Turismsamverkan had no real functional approach of leadership. The project 
leader of Stilrent was only a title on the paper and had no further function for the network 
itself. Småskalig Turismsamverkan’s project leaders divided the responsibility within the 
project leading company Jemtlandica and they did not delegate out any further responsibilities 
to the other member actors. The functional approach is related to the leaders influence over 
the actors and that the leader takes responsibility over the project. Functional approach is 
measured by those factors that relates to the influence and responsibility for a leader in a 
project. The functional approach to leadership emphasizes on the problem solving issues. The 
leader has to see what is being done, and do or get done those things which are not being 
executed so no important issues “fall between the chairs” and are forgotten. Riggio et al. 
(2002) study found that the key issue in the leadership role is to keep the right track and 
influence the involved entrepreneurs towards the common goal. The functional approach to 
leadership can help build trust among the other involved parts.  
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Fig: 6.10 shows which project were using functional approach to leadership. 
 

Adaptability to environmental changes 
Projects that started without a pre-network had difficulties and problems of some sort that 
occurred during the period. The projects had issues with budgeting and trouble with the 
County Administrative Board or projects faced difficulties in making all members being able 
to meet. However most networks found ways to overcome these problems and continue their 
projects. The parameters for Adaptation to the environment include changes in the project that 
was a necessary for the continuing development of the network. Theoretically leaders shape 
and react to the environment and manage the strategy, the organization, and themselves. The 
basic idea is that an inspiring leader that provides strong leadership at all levels will enhance 
good performance in highly dynamic environments (Crossan et al. 2008). Projects Örtkokarna 
and Stilrent solved problems and issues together in the network. The project leaders would not 
manage nor resolve issues and problems alone. In Småskalig Turismsamverkan the project 
leaders (board of directors) worked together to solved most issues on their own (see fig 6.11). 
 
 

 
Fig: 6.11 show projects’ adaptability to environmental changes. 
 

Social aspects considered during the project 
The social aspects during the projects are focusing on the importance of trust in the relations 
between its actors as well for the positive reinforcements for its members in the network. In 
such, the development of the network will become more stable and have a better chance for 
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sustainability. Trust in relations and those positive reinforcements are the measurements used 
for the classification of those chosen projects. Huggins (2000a) study found that network 
projects led by leaders with knowledge about the importance of both the social and business 
perspective to build up good trust in the relationships between the actors are therefore more 
successful in their sustainability. Three of the four projects had strong social ties with each 
others during the project period. Örtkokarna, Småskalig Turismsamverkan and Stilrent had 
personal contacts with its members on regular bases (see fig 6.12). The social aspects for 
those projects, involved regular meetings to build the members relationship ties, personal 
events i.e. birthday parties and dinners, seminars and regular personal contacts with each 
other. Project Jämtspira had no intentions of the social aspects with its members, instead the 
network was build strictly on a business to business aspects and the members relationship ties 
was pure business related. However it is important that the project gives positive emotions to 
the involved members and makes them enjoy the time together at the same time as they 
develop the network. Social aspects are an important factor that should be considered, 
however there are many different ways to approach leadership during a project.   
 
 

 
Fig: 6.12 show if social aspects were considered during the project. 
 

6.3 The matter of size 
 
The matter of group size during the project and after is a considered an important aspect to the 
long term sustainability of the networks. The matter of size includes three variables that are 
individually analysed to find variables that affect long term sustainability in inter-firm 
networks.  
 

Number of participants 
Matter of size involves the number of actors who are active participants in the start of the 
project. Matter of size has been measured by the total numbers of active parties in the starting 
phase of the project. The number of active members in the start for each project differed from 
4 to 20 actors (see fig 6.13). This size of active participants for each project is in line with the 
theory of the recommended size of actors for a network that is less than 20. The findings of 
Huggins (2000a) study, the key number of firms should be less twenty in order to improve the 
chances for success. This means that it would easier to find possibilities to meet and discuss 
different matters if there are a small number of participants involved. In a small network the 
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possibilities to grow stronger bonds between the actors and the common ground is important 
to achieve a good understanding between the different actors. On the other hand small 
networks means that the need of diversity is great and members should be as diverse as 
possible and as similar as possible (Halme, 2001). Huggins (2000a) argues that network 
initiatives with a small number of participants have the most chance to develop a sustainable 
long term network. Therefore all four projects investigated in this study should have had a 
better chance of success and survival.    
 

Number of active members today 
The networks today have had a negative trend of active members. The number of active 
members in the four networks today is very low, although the drop of active members varies 
from network to network. The numbers of active members in these networks today are; 
Örtkokarna 2, Småskalig Turismsamverkan 10, Stilrent 0 and Jämtspira 3, this means that the 
active members in these networks have been more than halved sense the Leader II period (see 
fig 6.13). The networks that represent the largest drop of active members in the four projects 
are Jämtspira. 
 

Is the business network active today? 
Active parties today relates to the number of actors that are active after the project. Today 
year 2010, only two of the four networks are active and have had long term sustainability. 
Småskalig Turismsamverkan project started in year 1998 and ended in year 1999 are still 
active today, this shows that the network has been sustainable of a period over twelve years 
(see fig 6.13). Jämtspira project started their Leader II project in years 1999 to 2000 and has 
also shown to be sustainable of a period over eleven years.   
 
 

 
Fig: 6.13 shows the initial number participants and number of active members today. 
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7. Discussion  
 
These investigated networks are not a homorganic group, they were all in different branches 
and they had different targeted goals for these projects. The enterprises all have different 
working situations and many factors outside of this study have affected the involved project 
members after the end of these projects, which also may have an effect on the number of 
active members in the networks. The common denominator for the networks was the project 
funding through the LEADER program. According to our definition of the success of a 
sustainable network; two of the networks have met our requirements. They have at least three 
members and they are still active today, more than ten years after the start of the projects.  
 

7.1 Natural and spontaneous relations 
 
The variables investigated in this category show some differences for the projects. Regardless 
if the networks are active or not, the project leaders all claimed that the members shared their 
knowledge. Since knowledge sharing is a measure of the level of trust between the actors 
(Halme, 2001; Huggins, 2000a), it was one of the variables determining the relations. 
However knowledge sharing variable does not seem to be a determining factor for the long 
term sustainability in these networks. 
 
The participants in all the projects joined in because they wanted to, they expected to gain 
something out of it and were willing to sacrifice their time for it. This spontaneity which 
Ahlström-Söderling (2003) argued for that business networks can emerge spontaneously 
around the desire to take advantages of a business opportunity and that these networks have 
higher probability to survive over a long period of time, did not make any differences in our 
cases. According to Wilson (1997) a network being built gradually by individuals, enjoying 
the relations has a good chance to become sustainable. The two projects with new members 
that did not have strong relationships before the project developed in different ways. The 
enterprises that are still active from the Örtkokarna project, which had a low expectancy 
environment, have a stronger business relationship with an increased cooperation today, than 
they had before the project. In Småskalig Turismsamverkan the project leaders had regular 
meetings with members to improve the social relations within the network. Huggins (2000a) 
argues that social engineering by experts is not an efficient way to create relations. Based on 
this study of the four network projects, Huggins arguments are found to be true and valid. 
  
According to Huggins (2000a) study, a low-pressure expectancy environment with the focus 
on developing sustainable network is a key to success. In our cases two of the projects had 
low expectancy environments and two were formalized during the time of their projects. The 
two projects Örtkokarna and Stilrent operated with an informal approach with no formal 
obligations required of members. These projects had therefore operated in a low expectancy 
environment during this period. The projects; Jämtspira and Småskalig Turismsamverkan had 
formal obligations and certain demands had to be met from the members. The formalized ones 
are still active today, while the low expectancy environment- projects are not. The positive 
effects for formality in long term networks do contradict Huggins (2000a) study. Therefore in 
this study the level of formality had a positive effect of the long term survival in networks.  
 
The participant’s involvement depends on their attitudes and previous experiences of 
networks. The active members consciously develop and maintain the network as long as the 
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cooperation is recognized for achieving competitive advantages for the members 
(Blomstermo et Al. 2001). The majority of members in the network were actively involved 
throughout the projects. Those who were not active had dropped out in an early stage for 
different reasons. Örtkokarna and Stilrent had four active member enterprises in each of their 
projects which are close to the defined minimum size of a business network. The two 
networks had a strong teamwork and they all helped out with almost everything during the 
project implementations. The project leaders in these two projects also talked about all the fun 
they had during these projects. The members built strong bonds to each other since the 
cooperation was very tight. Småskalig Turismsamverkan and Jämtspira had 20 or closer 20 
active members in their projects which is the maximum size of an efficient network according 
to Huggins (2000a).  In three of the projects some of the members had long term established 
enterprises and others were newly started, according to the project leaders, the level of 
networking experiences differed, but the attitude that the network could be beneficial must 
have been there, since they all participated actively. Jämtspira, which already was an 
established network before this project all the members had experiences of the benefits of 
taking part in the network, they knew what they expected from the cooperation and also they 
knew what was expected of themselves as members in this co operational network. In this 
study, looking at the three network starting projects, the attitude was not only a result of the 
previous network experiences of the members. It was rather a matter of the members seeing 
advantages for joining the network regardless of previous network experiences since many of 
the joining members had newly started their businesses. 
 
According to Halme (2001) teaching and learning in network organisations is the most 
important factor for the future development and expansion of the network itself. The learning 
process is an even more important outcome for the network than the design or structures of 
itself. In this study the projects classified as learning organisations had a goal to increase all 
the member’s knowledge about the branch and its conditions, they also did increase their 
knowledge during the project, but these networks are not active any more. The projects 
classified as teaching had project leaders with former experience and knowledge about the 
branches they were active within, these projects are still active today. Three of the projects 
had a strong focus on teaching or learning within the network. Only Jämtspira did not have 
this as a strong focus even though the project leader had a great knowledge about the branch 
and environment. Their focus with this project was strictly to strengthen the networks own 
brand and to develop their marketing for their common product; locally produced goat cheese. 
Jämtspira is one of the surviving networks which speak against Halme’s theory of the 
importance of learning within the network. On the other hand this network has lost a large 
amount of its members during the years, so maybe a stronger focus on network learning 
would have helped decreasing the drop outs in this network. The surviving networks both had 
experienced project leaders, but the focus of teaching cannot be seen as a common factor for 
their long term survival. 
 
The time increases the member’s experiences and knowledge, so the network can be adopted 
and run on its own (Halme, 2001). This is why the time factor can be of great importance for 
the long term survival of the network. The project with the pre-established network had a 
clear advantage compared to the others, the members knew each other and they knew what 
was expected of them during this project. The other surviving network had a project that ran 
for three years, compared to the non surviving networks which projects ran a little over one 
year they also had the advantage of getting experience and knowledge and being able to use it 
during the project. The others received their experiences and finished the projects and had to 
manage on their own after a short time, these networks are no longer active.  
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The possibility to increase ones social capital can be a strong motivation for many 
entrepreneurs to get involved in a network (Huggins, 2000). New contacts might lead to new 
opportunities for business deals. Småskalig Turismsamverkan did not have to invite 
enterprises to their project, the interested ones saw the benefits of being involved and joined 
in anyway. According to Balkundi and Kilduff (2006) a leader with a large network of 
knowledgeable and helpful ties and an efficient expansion and work on this network, is a key 
factor to efficiently lead a project. In Småskalig Turismsamverkan the members could connect 
to an international market in a new way which made them more competitive than when they 
were alone, because of the project leader’s knowledge and international contacts. In projects 
Örtkokarna and Stilrent the project leaders did not follow the same pattern. Here the social 
aspect was also very important but in these cases it had a different aspect, since they were all 
one man enterprises the members enjoyed to meet and do things together, by cooperation they 
could find benefits, for instance Stilrent rented a place where they all could meet and work 
together. Örtkokarna also had a key goal to find possibilities for cooperation to develop large 
scale benefits with for instance making orders and marketing. All the business networks that 
were started as these projects (Örtkokarna, Stilrent and Småskalig Turismsamverkan) had the 
social capital as a strong factor to attract the members to join in these projects. 
 
When the actors have been attracted to the project the next phase is to keep them committed 
to it. One way of doing so is to let the actors be active and participate in decision making, 
through a flexible leadership, because by this approach they can influence their situation 
(Yukl & Lepsinger, 2004). Two projects used this leadership style, the ones which had the 
least number of members, Stilrent and Örtkokarna. They were best suited for this kind of 
leadership since the leadership style becomes time consuming and is neutralized by large 
groups of people. These two project leaders pushed strongly on the fact that they had a lot of 
“fun” during the project time. Could this have been a result of the all the actors participation 
in the decision making process? When all members are aware of the business situation this 
approach to leadership can achieve a higher quality of their decisions. The projects that used 
this style both agreed on that their journeys were not always smooth, but they all learned a lot 
on their way and all the members cooperated and helped each other. These networks are not 
active today, although members in Stilrent still have contact with each other and the active 
members in Örtkokarna have an increased cooperation today compared with before the 
project but the long term effect on sustainable networks is neutralised by the number of 
participants in the projects since that makes the networks more vulnerable. 
 
Over all the natural and spontaneous relationships do have a certain effect on the 
sustainability of the networks. The variables with a positive effect on the sustainability are; 
time, social capital and finally the members attitude regardless of previous experience this 
affected their involvement in the project. The matter of time increases the members’ 
experience and relationships to each other, it has a great impact on the networks and their long 
term survival. A positive attitude towards networking and an appreciation of social capital by 
the members in the network also increased the survival rate. The low expectancy environment 
during the project proved to have a negative impact on the long term survival, a higher level 
of formality was attained by both surviving networks. The other investigated variables did not 
show any proven effect at all on the investigated projects. 
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7.2 Project leader’s attitude 
 
The project leader’s commitment influences other members, for the reason that when the 
leader targets high goals and works hard to achieve them the other members can be inspired to 
do the same. Riggio et Al. (2002) the project leader helps setting the standard for the projects 
future. In the surviving networks the project leaders had an increased commitment compared 
to the other members of their networks. The project leader for Örtkokarna had an increased 
commitment in the beginning when she invited the members and started the project, but when 
the project was running they all helped out with the same dedication. The leadership issue is 
also important to mention when it comes to the lack of formal structure in some projects. The 
smallest projects did not have clear leaders during the project time. The project leader was 
only a title on the paper and had therefore no real meaning to the project. The members shared 
responsibilities and jointly participated in decision making. These network projects had no 
long term sustainability and are today not active. Would it have been different if the projects 
had clear leadership? Strongly involved entrepreneurial leaders can influence the other 
members in a wanted direction, which can be positive for the long term survival of the 
networks. In this study, two networks that are still active today had strongly committed 
project leader who felt a strong responsibility through the whole project and kept working on 
and with these networks even after the project had ended. 
 
Functional approach to leadership emphasizes that leader’s success and the sustainability of 
the network depends on if the functions in both task accomplishment and group maintenance 
are adequately taken care of. In the case of the four network projects in this study, two 
projects had a functional approach to leadership. Project leaders in Småskalig 
Turismsamverkan and Jämtspira had responsibilities over the task accomplishment and group 
maintenance while its network member’s responsibilities were focused towards the individual 
firms. The two networks had a common goal were the project leaders had the overall 
responsibilities over the network and its members, although the entire network with members 
worked as one unit towards this goal. Functional approach to leadership in networks Stilrent 
and Örtkokarna did not exist. The project leaders of the two networks had no clear 
responsibilities in the network itself, the functions and the structure was informal that 
included shared responsibilities between project leaders and members in the network. Riggio 
et Al. (2002) study found that leader has to see what is being done, and do or get done those 
things which are not being executed. This theory of functional approach to leadership has 
shown to be a factor for success and future sustainability for the project leaders in Småskalig 
Turismsamverkan and Jämtspira. 
 
The theory of project leader’s attitude of adaptability to environmental change can be a 
contributing factor of long term sustainability for networks. Network projects Småskalig 
Turismsamverkan and Jämtspira are today the only two sustainable networks of the four. 
Project leaders in Småskalig Turismsamverkan and Jämtspira networks was organized and 
had previous experience and knowledge, this made it possible to solved issues on their own 
without involving members in the networks. The formal network structure in which the two 
project leaders operated in and the previous experience and knowledge they had are likely the 
cause to their attitude towards adaptability to environmental change. According to Crossan et 
al. (2008) leaders shape and react to the environment and manage the strategy, the 
organization, and themselves. The idea of a leader should manage the strategy, the 
organization and themselves, to a change in the environment conform to match the project 
leaders of Småskalig Turismsamverkan and Jämtspira networks. The project leaders in 
Örtkokarna and Stilrent approached leader’s attitude of adaptability to environmental change 
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differently. The two networks had an informal structure where the project leaders had less 
experience and knowledge of business networks. The project leaders from the two networks 
solved problems together in the network and such gave them sustainability in a short term.  
 
The project leader’s attitude of adaptability to environmental change can be a factor for long 
term sustainability only if the network itself has a formal structure with knowledgeable 
leaders. This theory has shown to be valid and thus a factor for sustainability.  
 
The social aspects in this theory come from Huggins (2000a). Network projects led by leaders 
who have both social and a business perspective to build up trust in the relationships of actors 
are more successful in their sustainability. The importance of trust in leader actor relations is 
thus a critical factor for the success of the Network itself to become more stable and have a 
better chance for sustainability in the future. From the four network projects in this study 
showed that three networks had social aspects considered during the project period. Social 
aspects formed strong social ties with leader and actors during the project period of the three 
networks included; Regular meetings with members, Seminars and Personal events. From 
analysis and interview in this study, only one network project that had no social approach 
towards leadership. The project Jämtspira built trust and relations among its members with a 
more formal and business to business approach that included only business related contacts 
and meetings with its members.      
 
The project leader’s attitude has shown to be an important factor in this study. The network 
projects; Småskalig Turismsamverkan and Jämtspira are today the only two sustainable 
networks. The survival of the two networks is related to the formal network structure in which 
the two project leaders operated in. Previous experience and knowledge of networks have also 
been a factor for the project leader’s attitude. From the analysis and discussion of the project 
leader’s attitude three variables has showed to have an effect for the sustainability and success 
of a network. The variables Adaptability to environmental change, Functional approach to 
leadership and Commitments has shown to be the critical factors for the project leader’s 
success and sustainability in the network.    
 

7.3 Matter of size 
 
To start up a business network there need to be at least three actors. This situation means that 
it is enough that one actor drops out for some reason, for the network to turn into a single 
business relation. It is a very fragile network. All the projects in this study lost members over 
time; they retired, moved, decided to work with other things and so on. The networks with 
less than five members did not survive after the project period and had no long term 
sustainability. To create sustainability for long term it is important for a network to initial 
have large numbers of members. This will enable the network with a critical mass of involved 
actors. The strength with the small networks is the convenience for the members to be able to 
meet all together, the relations grows stronger with an increased possibility for the actors to 
interact with each other. Since these networks have so few actors they need to be able to 
attract new members to be able to survive in the long run. Huggins (2000a) argues that the 
smaller number of actors there are in a network the higher are the chances for success. 
However in the case of the four network projects that were investigated during this study 
directly contradict those arguments. The number of members in the four networks ranged 
from 4 to 20 actors, as such followed the recommendations from Robert Huggins study. The 
result from the analysis presents a different view to the theory of Matter of size in regard to 
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higher chance of success with smaller networks. Two of the network projects Jämtspira and 
Småskalig turism represented the largest members size of 17 to 20 actors of the four 
investigated networks and are today the only two networks that has survived. The matter of 
size theory also includes the arguments that stronger bonds between the actors and the 
common ground are important to achieve a good understanding between the different actors 
(Halme, 2001; Huggins 2000a). The arguments of strong bonds and common ground for the 
network members are important, however the analysis presented a different view to this. The 
members of the network projects that today have active social or business relationships with 
each others include Jämtspira, Småskalig Turismsamverkan and Örtkokarna. The network 
Örtkokarna do not exist today in such but the social bonds between its members has survived. 
The actors in Jämtspira and Småskalig turismsamverkan have more business to business 
relationships bonds that resulted from the two networks formal structure. The existing 
members have today strong relationships bonds towards each other that likely will be 
continued in the future. 
  
Huggins (2000a) theory about the matter of size, where the lesser number of members had the 
larger chance to survive, did not predict the outcome of our result. In contrary to his theory, 
our finding shows that network initiatives with small number of members had less chance to 
develop a sustainable long term network. There must be a critical mass of members for the 
network to survive in the long run. In this study the two largest networks that are still active 
today had in the start of the projects a larger number of members.  
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8. Conclusion 
 
The natural and spontaneous relationships might strengthen the connections between the 
actors in the network. It seems to have an effect on the sustainability of the networks although 
the results are inconclusive in the scientific matter. This sustainability is increased by the 
member’s positive attitudes towards social capital and network involvement. Time spent on 
the network development project affects the long term survival too. But only these three 
variables of the total of the seven investigated, within the relationship factor, had a positive 
effect on the long term survival of the inter-firm networks. Many of the variables investigated 
did not have a proven impact on the survival at all.  
 
One factor with a greater impact according to our findings is the attitude of the project leader. 
Their attitudes have shown to be an important factor for the sustainability and success of a 
network. The leader’s commitment, a functional approach to leadership and adaptability to 
environmental changes have been identified as three critical components for the project 
leader’s success.  
 
In contrary to the Huggins (2000a) theory about the matter of size of a sustainable network, 
this study shows that network initiatives with small number of members had less chance to 
develop long term sustainability. Network initiatives should consist of a critical mass of 
participants with strong formal relationships are most likely to develop a sustainable long 
term network. 
 

8.1 Suggestions for further studies 
 
The involved entrepreneurs that have been active from the start are now slowly dropping out 
or retiring from the networks. The new issue for these networks is to make a generation shift 
and to make new entrepreneurs involved and interested for further development. A lot of 
knowledge and experience is available in these networks but there is a lack of new 
entrepreneurs actively involved.  
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Interviews 
Pilot Interview about the LEADER program: Pelle Persson, Coompanion, Östersund (2010-04-26) 

Project Jämtspira: Ann Klensmeden, telephone interview (2010-05-11)  

Project Småskalig Turismsamverkan: Eva Järvhed, Lit (2010-04-28) 

Project Stilrent: Eivor Hassmund and Eva Grenholm, Östersund (2010-05-06) 

Project Örtkokarna: Mi Bringsaas, Vaplan (2010-04-29)  



 

Appendix 1 - Intervjuformulär 
Projektet 
Vilket var syftet med projektet? 
 
Vad hade ni för målsättning med det? 
 
Hur lång tid varade projektet? 
 
Hur såg ansvarsfördelningen ut i projektet? 
  
Blev målsättningarna uppfyllda? 
 
Beskriv din roll som projektledare i det här projektet… 
 
Vad var de positiva effekterna av projektet? 
 
Vad var de negativa konsekvenserna av det? 
 
Vem hade ansvar för uppföljningen av projektet? 
 
Hur gjordes uppföljningen? 
 
Din roll som projektledare 
Hur kom det sig att du tog på dig rollen som projektledare för det här projektet? 
 
Beskriv din fokus som du hade i projektet?  
(ex. se till att komma framåt genom att dra det tunga lasset själv, samordna, planera och 
delegera verksamheten som spindeln i nätet, fungera som coach och leda de andra framåt… ) 
 
Vilket ansvar kände du gentimot dom inblandande parter i projektet? 
 
Inblandade parter 
Hur många aktivt inblandade var ni i projektet? 
 
Hur såg kravbilden ut, gjordes det några avtal mellan inblandande parter? 
 
Hade ni god kontakt med varandra innan projektet drog igång? 
 
Fanns det redan tidigare planer och funderingar bland de inblandade kring projektet? 
 
Innehöll projektet rent sociala aspekter för att förbättra relationerna mellan dom aktiva 
parter? 
 
Hur ser Nätverket ut idag 
Är samma parter aktiva idag som under projektet? 
 
Beskriv hur relationen mellan dig och parterna ser ut idag, jämfört med innan projektet 
började? 
Anteckningar 
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